This is the information 286263 already has gathered now she has her access to external memory: information
gathered or in my internal memory. The telegnosis roll was my attempt to be able to classify, connect and store
information.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Our hive knows about this facility
I was supposed to accquire/archive something
from here
The whole hive is in a defensive mode of
operation
The dingo were not supposed to be here but
something like the Seekers were to be expected
from the external drive
The facility should have been working
Biomechs should have been here, but they would
have had a different "naming" system
The original way here is blocked, which is the
reason we came through a "hole in the middle of
the wall"

•

•

•

The information I was supposed to gather is in
data storage in this facility, further into the
tunnels somewhere (map) from the data storage
here
Information about a whole lot of things that are
extremely unfamiliar but connected to the initial
purpose of the structure we use as a refuge right
now
Information about creatures that resemble us but
are not found in the information I had access to
previously to coming here

INTEGRATED INFORMATION FROM TELEGNOSIS
From the current Hive mission instructions and back-end database
•

•

•

The Hive’s current concept of this facility is very cautious: there is a contact-information protocol for you
to follow, which matches the other records to some extent (and makes it possible for you to understand
them better right now). The Hive also wants to know how well it is maintaining unique functions of some
kind, which seem to you to correspond to the communications mentioned below.
What to acquire, where, and how:
o Genetic data analysis and old program specifications for applying it; this information is clearly
Breeder-specific but no Breeder was sent with this team because the data must be delivered
directly to Breeder 36. The Hive seems to have a problem which is supposed to be aided by this
information.
o Samples from the attacking forces, which is why Soldier 343990 was equipped with a web gun.
The Hive has also provided data concerning the attackers which you are supposed to provide to this
facility, to whatever one- or two-digit Soldier they may include.

From this facility’s records at their most recent, which was a long time ago
•

•

•

These “other biomech’s” concept of the Hive: it is successfully self-sustaining, which seems to have been a
goal, but also recently, unexpectedly large in population, even perceived as troublesome in that effective
communication seems to have broken down.
The facility’s functions and priorities were to maintain the ability to communicate with someone or
something else, and to seek contact with them, since the contact has been lost. This ability and also the
capacity for some kind of mass transportation (a whole Hive??) was clearly in jeopardy.
The facility is in sudden danger from an entirely separate attacker, identified as both automated and fully
alien, and they are (at the time of this record) conflicted whether to enlist the Hive’s aid or to cut off ties
to protect it.

From an even older personal record, possibly included here by accident as a leftover file
•

It refers to the attempt to establish a self-sustaining colony which was clearly not the original plan among
the biomechs who recorded this, and also to new and strange phenomena – the biomechic who recorded

•

•

this seemed to have some kind of social disorder because they describe ordinary [telepathic, group-mind]
communication as far as you are concerned.
It includes a lot of descriptions, data, and quantitative modeling about some kind of non-biomech creature
whose members are fully committed to a Hive and a reproductive “central” node to society – i.e., to you,
something completely normal.
This biomech also used strange self-references and obviously had some kind of disease or growth they
were concerned with, tracking its progress carefully.

From all of the above information, you are able to track where you are relative to this strange facility, and also to
understand its basic layout. You are currently located in the chamber in the tunnels at the far bottom right of this
map.

